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Abstract

The article examines various issues in Afghanistan in the context that emerged after 9/11. It focuses on security, maintenance as well as various development pursuits encompassing the political and economic dimensions of Afghanistan. Being a neighbor of Pakistan, Afghanistan faced a number of challenges, as both countries rely upon a cordial and mutually cooperative relation. However, there exists a trust deficit and the war against terrorism has itself become an issue of major concern between the respective countries. Afghanistan urges Pakistan to do more to stop the alleged extremist infiltrations into Afghan territory. While, Pakistan repeatedly denies such charges and holds Afghan government itself responsible for its failure to check cross border incursions. Foreign powers, especially the Indian involvement in Afghan internal affairs has affected its relations with Pakistan. According to some analysts, the situation has worsened to such an extent that its long term national interests have been adversely affected, especially in the post 9/11 scenario.

Pakistan and Afghanistan inherit a great significance for each other. Geo-strategic, socio-political, economic, and other reasons make it a compulsion for both countries to have a cordial relation in their respective vested interests and in the larger interests of peace in the regional as well as international context. After the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, Pakistan hosted a million refugees. Since then it’s a burden on the economy of Pakistan. But, Pakistan never complained to Afghanistan and the international community. These two potential nations of South Asia can defeat and remove many ills faced because of some misunderstandings and ineffective foreign policy. But, such a prospect is only possible if the leadership of both countries successfully tackles all outstanding issues in their bilateral relationship.
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History

Pakistan and Afghanistan are neighbors and share a 2240 km border known as the Durand Line, and since 1893 it has divided the region of Pashtun and Baloch ethnic groups’ majority into two countries. As immediate neighbors, Pakistan and Afghanistan have religious and ethnic resemblances, but unfortunately the relation between the two countries have never been smooth. Secure and calm border at the Afghanistan side is always in the national interest of Pakistan, having historical and traditional rivalry with India at the eastern borders. But, the unpleasant condition on both sides of the country made it a pincer movement for Pakistan [1].

Pakistan is unable to enjoy a peaceful and secure border with Afghanistan except the period of religious rule in Afghanistan known as the Taliban era from 1996 to 2001. It was established in 1996 after the Taliban conquered much of Afghanistan with their extremist interpretation of Islam. Their leader was Mullah Mohammed Omar, who became Amir al-Mu'minin (leader of the faithful) at Kandahar. During the five-year history of the Islamic Emirate, women were banned from working and girls were forbidden to attend schools or universities. They were strictly ordered to observe purdah and to abstain from obscenities. Those who resisted were punished. Communists were executed and thieves were punished by amputating one of their hands or feet. Meanwhile, Taliban succeeded in nearly eradicating the majority of opium production by 2001.

Different Afghan governments have always shown disaffection towards Pakistan. While, the core issues are always the Durand Line and the Pashtun belt, which Afghanistan wishes to govern as around two and a half centuries ago these areas were ruled by Ahmad Shah Durrani, also known as Ahmad Khan Abdali [2].

The relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan are more complex due to the similarities both sides inherit. Islam is the religion of the majority of the population on both sides of the border, and the ethnic groups like Pashtun and Baloch who have identically similar language and culture [3].

However, the particular region has never been fully ruled by any of the government. These cultural and geographical conditions helped the United States of America and its allies to use the border area to combat the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) in the past and thus intersecting both sides of the respective border according to strategic needs [4].

Before the emergence of Taliban in Afghanistan in the decade of 90s, i.e., right after the Soviet Union’s exit, the fight among local groups intensified towards the completed destruction of Afghanistan. However, the Taliban regime was toppled by America along with its
allies and the region again gained world focus as the toppled power and its supporters used the specific land to reorganize and fight back the American forces along with attacking the border areas [5].

The particular situation of the war zone made it possible to be considered as the safe heaven for the insurgents, which enhanced the difficulties of traditional war in the Pashtun belt. When it comes to Pakistan, the international powers presume Pakistan to ‘do more’, i.e., to eliminate insurgencies on both sides of the border. Consequently, the situation on the ground continued after several efforts and both countries held each other responsible for insurgencies in their territory.

War against Terror

As the international political scenario changed after 9/11, Pakistan as a front-line state was under a huge pressure to take a ‘U-turn’ in its policies for neighboring countries and Afghanistan in particular. Pakistan had to stop political and diplomatic support of the Afghan government of Taliban. As a state, Pakistan ensured the international community to fight against terrorism and rehabilitation of the region. Thus, Pakistan had played a vital role in the rehabilitation of Afghanistan. On the demand of the international community over cross border terrorism, Pakistan increased the number of troops up to eighty thousand at the Afghan borders [6].

As the attacks in Afghanistan continued, Afghan political regime blamed Pakistan for not doing the demanded efforts to stop infiltrators crossing the border line from Pakistan and targeting it and international forces. International political observers were also indicating the view point that toppled Afghan regime of Taliban and Al-Qaeda along with their top leadership hiding themselves and operating the insurgent activities from the ‘safe’ heaven [7].

Far beyond this ‘safe’ heaven allegation, Afghanistan even blamed Pakistan’s top security agency Inter-Services Intelligence (ISI) that, an insurgent force in the region and especially the Taliban were supported by ISI as it was providing them strategic support. It became more expressive and intense when top political leadership in Afghanistan blamed the Pakistani security agency for involving in an attack on the Indian embassy in Kabul which caused huge damages not only as a direct effect on Afghanistan, but also deteriorated the relations of Pakistan and Afghanistan. In this attack, there were a number of casualties reported and Afghanistan held the ISI directly responsible for all the distractions and anxieties in Afghanistan. Similarly, a day earlier when the NATO forces came under attack and several of the NATO soldiers were killed, Afghanistan blamed Pakistan for these attacks [8].

Pakistan has always denied such allegations, as a peaceful and prosperous neighboring country is in a vast favor of Pakistan and denied any connection to the insurgency in Afghanistan. Syed Yousaf Raza Gillani, a newly elected Prime Minister of Pakistan in 2008 came forward with reasoning for denial of any insurgency in Afghanistan and stated that a peaceful Afghanistan was in the great interest of Pakistan rather than the disturbed one. He often expressed his concerns regarding the Afghan leadership’s blame game that it may distract the peace process in the region. The official statements from Pakistan’s foreign office also denied the charges and urged Afghanistan not to blame Pakistan in future without any concrete evidence.

Emancipation

There are more than three million Afghan refugees in Pakistan who regularly travel to their homeland and this is humanly impossible to identify between an Afghan national and a terrorist. Relatively, Pakistan has been asking Afghanistan and the international forces that are present there to control the situation in the Afghan region and without having a control in the Afghan territory, allegations on Pakistan are not more than an attempt to obliterate the incompetence and the failure of the allied forces [9].

The failure is actually of Afghanistan’s administrative incapability to assure a solution. They rather endeavor to create an impression to the world that for all what happen, actually ‘misshapen’ in Afghanistan is the sole responsibility of Pakistan.

The violation of international border laws by forces in Afghanistan had a disastrous effect on the relationship with Pakistan. Pakistan considers it as a blazing assault on its sovereignty. The weak Afghanistan government could not put an embargo to the allied forces in their territory and Afghanistan gave a freehand to the international actors not only to its land, but also to strike its neighbor, i.e., Pakistan. Afghanistan policies have weakened the Pak-Afghan relation altogether.

National interests of both the countries emphasize on the main objective to fight terrorism in the region via helping each other and respecting the sovereignty of their neighbor. Thus, securing each other’s interests from the insurgents.

Indian Influence

The relations between Pakistan and India in the context of Afghanistan are often considered as a useless business, because whatever is considered as an achievement of Pakistan is only what India loses there, while what Pakistan losses is what India achieves. After the 9/11 incident, India has used the changed circumstances in its favor and modified its political and diplomatic goals. India has used the scenario to strengthen its influential lobbies and groups in Afghanistan. Almost in all important cities of Afghanistan, India has set up diplomatic missions to weaken Pakistan’s interests.

Pakistan has been officially addressing its concerns over the Indian’s suspicious activities near its border. Pakistan has officially shown concerns regarding India for printing forged Pakistani currency at a large scale to weaken the Pakistani economy and direct support of its ongoing operations involving terrorist activities in Pakistan.

Geographically closed cities of Afghanistan to the Pakistani borders have been used by India to create an anti-state terrorist network in Pakistan along with terrorist camps in the provinces of Helmand, Panjshir, Nimirz, and many other areas. Even the name of Afghan military base camps near Kabul was listed in Pakistan’s allegations of Indian involvement to destabilize the region’s peace for their political goals [6].

For the burning situation of Balochistan, Pakistan holds India responsible for militancy in its largest province along with the northern areas of Pakistan, including the province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (KPK) and Federally Administered Tribal Areas (FATA). On 13th August-2004, Jam Mir Mohammad Yousaf Aliani, the Chief Minister of Pakistan’s largest province Balochistan expressed his concerns that, the Indian security agency Research and Analysis Wing
Pakistan accused India of provoking and supporting terrorist organizations in Waziristan valley where Pakistani army was fighting with Al-Quida and Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP). Pakistan clearly mentioned that terrorist organizations like TTP and others have been provided a direct support in terms of money, ammunition, and tactical guidance by the Indian consulate in southern Afghanistan.

Similarly, Chairman-Standing Committee on Foreign Affairs expressed in July 2006 that, the nexus of Afghan intelligence agency, i.e., National Directorate of Security (NDS), and RAW was provoking the Baloch anti-state militancy, and as a result more than 600 Baloch and many members of the Balochistan Liberation Army (BLA) were trained by these respective agencies (ibid.).

The non-regional powers in Afghanistan have used the Afghan land to control the regional power game, and Pakistan's territory as well as sovereignty has been often violated. Such foreign actors severely affected Pakistan's trust in Afghanistan. Thus, the war against terror in the shared border territory couldn't reach to a macro-level success. If Afghanistan manages to handle this issue and prevent foreign elements from sabotaging, then Pakistan's confidence in Afghanistan will certainly increase. After that, both countries can take security measures in a much better way. If Pakistan gains its confidence back, then it will surely tone up the process of rehabilitation of Afghanistan.

As compared with India, Afghanistan's relations with Pakistan have more significance and should be given more attention to enjoy peace on either side of the borders. Regional peace and long-term interests of the two countries are directly connected with Afghanistan's foreign policies, especially towards Pakistan. Pak-Afghan relationship can only be strengthened by cooperation, while Afghan-Indian nexus for supporting anti-Pakistan activities will undermine the aspiration of betterment in the regional rehabilitation.

Realizing the geographical conditions of the region where India does not have any border connected with Afghanistan, but Pakistan has more than two-thousand-kilometer-long shared border with Afghanistan. Afghanistan will need an undisturbed and cooperative neighborhood when international powers will vacate, and then a cordial relation with Pakistan will save Afghan interest more effectively. On the other side, Pakistan has to find possibilities to fortify relations with Afghanistan on the diplomatic front.

**Afghan Exiles Element**

Around three million of Afghan exiles in Pakistan after the Soviet war, and it is also an important element between the two countries' relationship as Pakistan provided them accommodation. Most of these refugees have never left Pakistan and are still living here. This provides Pakistan a moral whip hand, as in early twentieth century Afghanistan refused to open their borders for asylum seekers during the Tehrik-e-Khilafat in the Subcontinent.

A fresh influx of refugees knocked Pakistan when the United States of America along with its allies invaded Afghanistan after 9/11. The Afghan started leaving their homeland due to drought in some parts of the country and feared of a fresh war right after hearing the long civil war [10]. But, this time Pakistan couldn't welcome this new wave due to the reasonable causes of economic and political issues as unlike the previous scenario. This Afghan exiles inflow had to be hosted by Pakistan alone.

The existence of some militants cannot be brushed aside, involved in cross-border, anti-government activities that creates several long-term difficulties for Pakistan and Afghanistan. The Afghan government considers this as Pakistan's mishandling that allows militants to cross border, while Pakistan has always categorically stated that it has performed its responsibilities to check and filter out such elements [11].

**Territorial Issues**

Pak-Afghan relations have often been severely deteriorated due to their border issues. On the issue of the Durand Line, Afghanistan, even controverted Pakistan's membership in the United Nations. The Durand Line remains the bone of contention between Pakistan and Afghanistan till the Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan in 1979.

However, with respect to a huge number of refugees towards Pakistan and striking change in Afghan internal politics, the issue of the Durand Line with Pakistan got hibernated. This hibernation continued after the Soviet Union left Afghanistan in 1989, and a conservative Taliban government continued. But, after the pro-American government was established in Afghanistan, the issue of the Durand Line resurfaced as Hamid Karzai's cabinet awakened controversial and dormant territorial issues.

The cross-border terrorism echoed the international community and mass media. To get rid of this particular issue, in the early Spring-2006 Pakistan's Interior Ministry officially offered to seal its borders with Afghanistan. Then interior minister Aftab Shair Pao even proposed to landmine the respective border by using tactically advance military practices with reference to its rivalry with India, which made both of the country world experts at it.

The Durand Line was actually a single-page agreement and seven short articles between Sir Mortimer Durand from British India and King Abdul Rehman Khan of Afghanistan on 12th November, 1893 [11]. Afghanistan rejected all offers from Pakistan and arrogated that the Durand Line was not an international border, thus could never be treated alike. Afghanistan's stance over Durand Line was exposed influence by non-regional powers that intent to damage Pakistan's interest in the region and accomplishing their own agenda.

Pakistani declaration of the Durand Line as a recognized and an established international boundary that distinguished two counties has also been acknowledged by Afghanistan at various occasions. Moreover, Pakistan's stance for Durand Line is quite justifiable that no agreement shall be believed or considered legal amongst sovereign countries until both of the entities approve or agree upon [6].

The treaty between King Abdul Rehman Khan and Sir Mortimer Durand was signed in a well-disposed environment, as the King in his address to Afghan tribal leaders having political and military powers summarized the understanding of the treaty and totaled the outlook of Durand Line arrangements. He advised Afghan lords to a candid adherence to British alliance and clearly mentioned that Afghanistan by Durand line has demarcated its proper boundary to prevent from any future misunderstanding. The King adapted the Durand Line as the security line that would fortify Afghanistan.

If Pakistan and Afghanistan are able to settle down the Durand Line issue, then a serious concern in a bilateral relation will be removed. It will be a significant measure for both the countries to develop a long-term, friendly relation and to accelerate the process of rehabilitation. Resolving the Durand Line issue will also help the parties to resolve...
major issues of the region. The historical commitment and adherence to the international law will help Afghanistan shutting down the issue in a great sense.

**Border Seal Issue between Pakistan and Afghanistan**

The Durand Line is almost 2240 km long. The cost of setting up a barbed wire fence along the border would be in millions, and even this cannot stop people from crossing it. Watchtowers and check posts are needed, if the watchtowers are built after every two km then at least 1120 watchtowers are required. For instance, check post is built after every ten km, so it sums up to 224 check posts. Additionally, the landscape of Durand Line is very treacherous and unforgiving. Transporting raw materials and labor force to build these would be a very difficult job as there are no roads.

Even after setting up the barbed wire, check posts and watchtowers, the next step would be to establish a new Army unit or Force that can guard it. Pakistan Army is very busy in combating internal terrorism and securing our border on the eastern front. So, it will be a tough job for the Army to deploy a unit or brigade on these borders and new recruitments will also be required.

If the army somehow pulled it off, then the problem arises that respective soldiers will need supplies, i.e., food and ammunition. Delivering supplies to the soldiers will also be really difficult because of the terrain. The army would need to build new roads to tackle the problem or they would require helicopters for the supplies. If the army decides to build roads, then it would be a long-term solution which would require years to complete and if it decides to take the second way out then a new aviation crew would be required. In both cases the expenses would be enormous.

If we add up all the operational, maintenance cost and manpower required, it would not be feasible for Pakistan to initiate such a mega-project because of economic issues. The terrain is very rough and if a check post is attacked, it would take hours before backup forces could reach which would result in either loss of life or territory.

**Social Issues in Afghanistan**

**Opium cultivation**

Afghanistan has been the world’s largest opium producer, i.e., ahead of Myanmar and Latin America since 1992. Opium production in Afghanistan has been on the rise since U.S. occupation in 2001. Based on UNODC data, more land is now used for opium in Afghanistan than is used for coca cultivation in Latin America. In 2007, 92% of the non-pharmaceutical-grade opiates on the world market originated in Afghanistan. This amounts to an export value of about $4 billion, with a quarter being earned by opium farmers and the rest going to district officials, insurgents, warlords, and drug traffickers. In seven years, i.e., 1994-2000 prior to the Taliban ban on opium, the Afghan farmers’ share of gross income from opium was divided among 200,000 families.

Afghanistan is also the largest producer of cannabis (mostly hashish) in the world. In 2004, a fatwa was issued by Muslim clerics claiming that opium production is contrary to the Sharia law and that opium producers would face punishments in accordance with the Sharia. However, in the last decade, both Taliban and Karzai government actively protected the opium trade, while the US forces have mostly turned a blind eye. The US invasion has in fact been causal in a massive increase in opium production, with public eradication efforts being largely window dressing. Notably, there was a large increase in the area under cultivation between 2002 and 2014 [12,13].

It is with peace of mind that farmers and thousands of seasonal laborers travel to Helmand, Afghanistan largest province in territory and opium production. Taliban fighters are just around the corner to lend a hand, i.e., and to receive their share of wages and taxes.

**Child labor in Afghanistan**

According to the Government of Afghanistan, the Central Statistics Organization report [14], at least a quarter of Afghan children between ages 5 and 14 work for a living or to help their families. Many are employed in jobs that can result in illness, injury, or even death due to hazardous working conditions and poor enforcement of safety and health standards.

Children in Afghanistan generally work long hours with little or no pay. They work in the home-based carpet industry; as bonded labor in brick kilns; in the metal industry as tinsmiths and welders; in mines; in agriculture; and on the streets as vendors, shoe shiners, and beggars. Work forces children to combine the burdens of a job with education or prevents them from going to school altogether. Work induces many children to leave school prematurely. Only half of Afghanistan’s child laborers attend school.

The extreme poverty of Afghan families drives many children into hazardous labor. Afghanistan remains one of the poorest countries in the world. Landlessness, illiteracy, high unemployment, continuing armed conflict in much of the country, and a corresponding lack of able-bodied male adult workers in many families are among the most important factors contributing to chronic poverty and, by extension, child labor [15].

**Child health in Afghanistan**

The child mortality rate is particularly high in Afghanistan. According to WHO and World Bank data, life expectancy at birth is considered to be the lowest. Around 35% of newborns are underweight. Above 85% of deliveries take place in the pregnant mother’s home and usually with no proper medical assistance. This is so because in the highly patriarchal Afghan society women do not often get permission to leave their home, even to go to the hospital.

According to the report of a Swiss organization, Humanium, people living in Afghanistan today have a limited number of medical facilities. They would have to travel for hundreds of kilometers for the treatment due to which many of severe patients faces death [16].

Another dilemma lies with the very fact that the medical officers also lack proper training and they do not have even appropriate equipment for a checkup and treatment of the respective patients. About 70% of the population does not have access to drinking water, which is a major cause of health problems, especially among young children.

**Child education in Afghanistan**

Humanium further claims that, the total literacy rate in Afghanistan is hardly around 38%. Only 60% of the children are sent to school for studies [16]. The education system even lacks infrastructure. In Kabul, the schools are so small that in many of the schools a single class holds 60 students, which is creating a problem for every single student.
Afghanistan has the highest ratio of terrorist attacks mostly targeted at schools, especially girls’ school. Progress has to be ensured regarding the security of students as Afghans are afraid to send their children to schools because of threats by extremists. The government should ensure the right of education for every Afghan child, which it has failed to do so.

**Women rights in Afghanistan**

After the continuous attacks of Taliban regarding women’s rights in the past, women living in Afghanistan are still suffering abuse as well as extreme oppression. A research conducted by Global Rights estimates that around 90% of the women in Afghanistan are facing psychological and physical violence, and are often forced into child as well as forced marriages.

Most of the time it is seen that the physical abuse is performed by the most trustworthy people, i.e., their family. Even though some organizations are trying their best to provide protection and legal assistance, but it is unsatisfactory on the macro level. Most of the women have to return to their homes in the absence of such alternative and after that they have to face more of these domestic problems. Some are even bound to take drastic measures like self-immolation.

To a great extent Islamic fundamentalism has influenced Afghan government’s policies. Alarming suicide rates of Afghan females are often the result of forced marriages. Thus, in comparison to women in other countries and their male counterparts Afghan women are facing a very miserable life [17].

**Conclusion**

As immediate neighbors, Pakistan and Afghanistan must recognize each other significance. Long shared-border countries have ethnic, political and religious similarities. They must have a friendly relation in order to uphold peace and prosperity. Better Pak-Afghan relation will bring peace and lead this region to fortify with respect, peace and economic stability. A supportive environment will certainly help both countries get rid of many difficulties.

The process of rehabilitation in Afghanistan is directly connected with Pak-Afghan relation. For Afghanistan, Pakistan is the best available opportunity at the door step. Pakistan with the cooperation of its natural ally China is heading for such projects that will unquestionably benefit the whole region, especially Afghanistan. Gwadar port and the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) project will open the doors for landlocked Afghanistan.

On the other hand, Afghanistan is the gateway for Pakistan to the Central Asian countries, which possess abundance of natural resources that can be of great use for Pakistan in the near future. It is only possible with Afghanistan’s assistance, thus a cordial relation with Afghanistan is even essential for Pakistan.

Moreover, to fight the common foe, i.e., terrorism, both countries need cooperation on intelligence and strategic level, as it cannot be handled alone by any country. By overcoming the Afghan refugees’ issue, both countries need to have a constructive dialog for bringing back refugees to their homeland with dignity. Terrorism and the issue of refugees is closely related to each other. It can only be solved by ensuring concrete initiatives rather than accusing each other.

During the Soviet occupation of Afghanistan drugs business was enhanced in Afghanistan by local and foreign elements. However, during the conservative religious government of Taliban the drug business was successfully prohibited as they put a ban on its cultivation. But, right after the Taliban rule drug business started again. It is the support system of various criminal activities and is responsible for a lot of social issues in Pakistan and Afghanistan. A mutual combat against it will support ceasing the entire network that causes a great disturbance in the region.

However, Pakistan and Afghanistan need to be attentive of their policies, as the foreign actors will by all odds strike hard for sabotaging all the attempts for a cordial relation and jeopardize the Pak-Afghan interest in the short as well as long-term. Despite everything went wrong the hope is still there.

**Recommendations**

- Afghanistan must strengthen its internal socio-political policies along with its foreign policy.
- Afghanistan must deploy its experienced and qualified diplomats all over the world.
- Afghanistan needs to improve its internal as well as external economy.
- Afghanistan direly needs to resolve all the issues with its neighbors, especially with Pakistan, as these two countries can be natural allies.
- USA as the superpower must assign a special coordinator to resolve the issues between Afghanistan and Pakistan.
- Respect as well as the dignity of Afghans must be maintained with due regard to religious and cultural context in Pakistan and vice versa.
- International organizations and UN specialized agencies should assist Afghanistan to lead it towards development.
- Special attention must be paid towards children and women’s rights in Afghanistan.
- As there is a high risk of insecurity, therefore effective humanitarian interventions are needed in the long run.
- Indian intervention in Afghanistan has deteriorated Pak-Afghan relations and global image of Afghanistan, thus the blame game should be immediately stopped, thus ensuring a healthy relationship.
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